Norfolk Wildlife Trust
Site Wildlife Management Suggestions
Local name: Barton Turf Common & Claypits
Grid reference: TG353224
Date of visit: 21st January 2022
NWT representatives: Aaron Brown & Lucy Seely
Barton Turf Parish Council: Doreen Dean, Martin Mills, Glenn Neave & Andrew Wilton
Wildlife Friendly Village group: Christine Breden, Sophia Hale-Sutton & Alan Smith

Ideal site condition
To enhance the common for wildlife and as a community asset
Ponds receive prolonged sunlight and have clear good water quality water. They
support a diverse invertebrate, and aquatic plant community and breeding great
crested newt and common toad (both BAP species)
Wetland and marshy grassland habitats of site continue to support three Nationally
Scarce moths and one Red Data list moth.
The grassland is moderately species rich with a variation in sward height through
rotational cutting
Diverse scrub communities with variations in age and height
Deadwood present on site in the form of habitat piles benefitting invertebrates,
reptiles, amphibians, and mammals including hedgehog and field vole.

Conservation priorities
To encourage wildflower diversity, and associated wildlife, in the marshy grassland
To restore the three ponds, increasing the mosaic of habitats available for wildlife.
Great crested newts are thought to still be present on the common, and toads were
recorded in 2021
To retain the wooded and scrubby nature of the southern boundary of the common.
To retain the solitary patch of greater stitchwort on site, which is host to a Nationally
Scarce species of leaf miner.

Map 1 - Habitat Map

Bramble border –
thicken to benefit
insects

Ponds A, B & C – These can be carefully managed to help increase their
wildlife diversity. It is suggested that all three ponds could benefit from some
clearing, as indicated below on Map 3.

A
B

Trees & Scrub – It is suggested that the stand of willow in the
south east area (behind the longer grassy growth of 2021) could be
coppiced to add structure to the scrub here, and allow more light
into the area.
Willow within the pond can be removed during pond work. A small
amount of willow could be coppiced to the east of the pond.
Some pollarding could also be carried out here, as discussed.

C

Species-rich marshy
grassland – It is suggested
that an area of the marshy
grassland is allowed to grow
long during spring and
summer, so that wildflowers
have a chance to flower and
set seed. This longer growth
can then be cut in late
summer, and ideally raked off.

Another area could be left to
grow longer between cuttings,
so kept more at a medium
length. The short mown area
to the north should be
retained for access.

Map 2 – Grassland management details

Keep northern area of grassland regularly short
mown, as at present.
Consider a reduction in mowing to once a month or
less during summer for the central section (between
north short mown and south wildflower area). This
will help create a mosaic of grass lengths (taller to
south, medium in middle and short to the north) to
benefit wildlife. Ideally remove cuttings after mowing.
Allow area south of the line shown to grow until
August-September. Cut and remove cuttings, ideally
by raking off. Pile cuttings somewhere unobtrusive on
the common. Keep access open to east and west, as
necessary.
Thicken the bramble border (west of grassland) so
that it fills in the existing scallop shape (see photo
below). Do not let the bramble encroach into the
grassland in future years.

Short mown grass

Medium length grass

Longer grass

Pear tree

Map 3 – Pond management details

Pond A – Open out to full extent.
You could take out centre of pond
to a depth of perhaps 5-6ft,
shelving around edges.

Pond B – Clear area as shown.
This will allow a good amount of
vegetation to remain in the pond,
providing consistent habitat for
existing wildlife.

Possible areas for slubbings from ponds. Avoid leaving
material against tree bases and the ferny bank.
A better alternative may be to ask if a local farmer would
allow the majority of the slubbings to be spread on their land.

Pond C – Clear out area as
indicated. The young willows
in the pond itself should be
able to be removed by the
contractor.

Selected trees immediately
east and west of the pond
can be managed through
careful pollarding and
coppicing.

A stand of young willow just
to the east of the pond can
be coppiced every 2-3 years.

A grassy border adjacent to
pond would be suitable as a
winter wildlife refuge strip,
with 50% cut on rota each
winter.

Wildlife Management Suggestions
Ponds
Two ponds, Pond A and Pond B, occur in the west of the common. They are separated by a
raised earth bank running north-south between them.
At present the ponds to the west of the common have good water levels, and are covered
with reed sweet grass, also reedmace and some young willow saplings in the centre.
Bramble edges some areas of
the ponds, forming a good
border for sheltering and feeding
wildlife. Trees are scattered
around the ponds, creating a
nice wooded border along the
southern boundary, although
they would benefit from some
opening open to increase
amount of sunlight reaching the
ponds.
Pond B, showing dominance by reed
An area of lying water occurs in
sweet grass over much of the water
the south-east of the common,
and represents an old pond/pit
(Pond C). A narrow wet ditch
occurs at the base of the south bank, almost linking the east wet corner and west ponds.
The ponds are backed by a shady bank that supports hazel, holly and hawthorn, as well as a
good population of ferns including soft shield fern. This bank continues along part of the east
boundary of the common, while it becomes less steep as it turns to the west.
Great crested newt efts were seen on the common a few years ago by NWT. This
threatened creature has suffered a massive decline and is now legally protected. Its
presence on site will affect any pond work undertaken on site, meaning that any pond
work will need to be undertaken out of the breeding season.
Both toad and frog have been recorded on the common in 2021.
A seemingly solitary patch of greater stitchwort is the only host for a Nationally
Scarce B species of micro moth, Ochreous Case-bearer (Coleophora solitariella), on
Barton Turf Common. It is advised that this plant (which is in the south west corner of
the common) is retained during any work carried out on the common.
Another Nationally Scarce B species of moth found on the common is the Sweetgrass Dwarf (Elachista poae) which feed on reed sweet-grass. It favours the borders
of ponds, where its food plant grows. The ponds on the common are dominated by
reed sweet grass, so while it is hoped that work will open up areas of the ponds, it is
also important that good amounts of this plant is retained as vital habitat for this
scarce species.

Webb's Wainscot (Globia sparganii), another Nationally Scarce B species of moth is
found in ponds and in other areas supporting its foodplants, bulrush/reedmace
(Typha latifolia) or lesser bulrush (Typha angustifolia).
Again, the ponds here are known to contain bulrush/reedmace, so pond work should
only open up areas as indicated, leaving other vegetation to grow undisturbed.
Dotted Footman (Pelosia muscerda) is a Red Data Book species, and was recorded
on 13/08/21. It only occurs in Britain in Norfolk.
Locals have reported seeing water vole on site, most recently in March 2021.
Management suggestion for ponds:
Pond A – the most
westerly pond, covered
in reed sweet grass and
some reedmace, as well
as other wetland
vegetation. The pond is
bordered in places by
nettle, low bramble and
coarse grasses.
It is suggested that the whole
pond could be opened up,
allowing more light into the water
and improving it for wildlife.

Pond A, dominated by reed sweet grass

A contractor could slub out the area, perhaps dumping the slubbings just to the south-west
of the pond. However, it is suggested that it be better for the habitats of the common if the
material could be spread onto a nearby field, reducing a big increase of nutrients on site.
(See management table for more details).
Pond B – the largest pond on the common, also covered in reed sweet grass and
some reedmace. Also there are some young willow saplings in the centre. Again it is
often edged with nettle and bramble.
It is again suggested that a contractor could slub out about half of pond B as shown on the
map, retaining vegetation in the western part of the pond. Ideally the slubbings would be
removed from the site and spread on a nearby field.
Pond C – It is thought that this wet area is an old pond, and it was holding a good
amount of water in January 2022.

It is suggested that the area shown on the map is cleared by contractor, helping to improve
light levels, and clearing the
young willow and reed sweet
grass.
Again it is suggested that
vegetation is retained in the
rest of the Pond C area, giving
a good mixture of open water,
shaded areas and different
levels of vegetation cover.
The slubbed out material could
be removed from site or left to
Pond C, with reed sweet grass & willow
the south of the pond.
Smaller tasks around the
ponds could be more suitable for volunteers, such as small amounts of willow coppicing,
creation of wildlife habitat piles, and removal of any young sycamore.

Grassland
The marshy grassland of the common, which can be wet even in summer, appears to be
moderately wildflower-rich, so it is suggested that an area could be left to grow longer and
flower in spring and summer. The suggested area to be left is shown on the Map 2.
This will enable the plants to
flower and set seed, and also
give local volunteers an
opportunity to record what
species are onsite across the
wider grassland.
In late summer to early autumn,
the grassland can be cut, with
the cuttings removed, ideally by
raking.
Cutting and raking of grassland,
at least once a year, is important
to help reduce nutrient levels and so encourage wildflowers
for the next year.

Marshy grassland in 2021

To the north of this area, it is suggested that the mowing is reduced. If it is currently mown
every fortnight, then reduce to once a month or less often. A reduction in mowing will allow
more plants to flower, more pollinating insects to visit the flowers, and give a varied structure
to the grassland on the common, with short, medium and long areas for much of the growing
season.
An area of short grassland to the north is kept regularly short mown at present - it is
suggested that this management continues.
Management suggestion for the grassland:
The species here seem to still reflect the past botanical richness of the marshy grassland,
supporting a mix of wildflowers, sedges, rushes and grasses, and it would be good if an area

could be allowed to grow longer during spring and summer, with species being recorded in
2022 and beyond.
Keep an up-to-date plant list for the grassland, recording what species the grassland
supports. This list will help inform future management.
It is important that the wildflower area is cut and raked annually, between mid-August
and mid-September. The grassland here looks to be suitable for scything, which
could make the cut and rake into an enjoyable community event.
Light-weight, Austrian scythes are extremely effective at cutting grass, particularly in
small areas. Courses can be found online, and to purchase a scythe and sharpening
equipment costs about £170.00
The size and shape of the Wildflower Area should be based on whatever
maintenance help will be available for cutting and raking each year. A suggestion is
given on Map 2.
It will be important to
retain good public access
across the common at all
times, so if practical, mow
through the medium
length grass, and also if
wanted around the edges
of the longer growth to
give a clearly defined
border.
Mown marshy grassland
It will also be important to
keep longer growth clear
of any nearby bordering bramble, keeping it clear of the grassland. This could be
achieved by mowing a shorter path around the edges of longer grassland areas.
In autumn an area of long grassy growth could be left toward the southern, wetter
area of common as wildlife habitat for overwintering species. This longer area of
winter growth should be rotated, so that each winter a different part of the common is
left long.

C – Trees & Scrub

The common supports some
lovely trees, and good amounts
of scrub such as willow, bramble
and hawthorn, which should be
retained. An impressively tall
pear tree stands on the east
bank, just by the eastern
entrance to the common.
Bramble border – allow bramble fill in this area
It is suggested that the bramble
scrub to the east of pond B (see photo) which borders the grassland is allowed to naturally
fill in the mown, curved space.
Management suggestion:
This could simply be achieved by reducing the grass cutting here, so that the bramble can
advance into the gap and eventually fill it.
Bramble scrub will form a valuable ecotone between grassland and trees,
offering excellent shelter for wildlife, as well as basking spots and food for butterflies.
Once the bramble has filled in here over time, do not let it encroach further into the
grassland. If necessary, keep the thickened bramble border back by mowing a path through
between the bramble and longer grassland area.

Management recommendations
Conservation
priority
Ponds A, B & C
Consider opening
selected areas of
the ponds, retaining
shade and cover in
other parts of the
ponds. A mix of
habitats is best for
wildlife, including
amphibians, insects,
etc.

Prescriptions

Time of year

Details

Consider clearing
the areas of the
ponds, as shown on
the map.

Carry out any pond
work in late autumnwinter (November to
end of January),
when great crested
newts are unlikely to
be present in the
ponds.

Please note:
Great crested newt
efts (the young
newts) have been
seen in the past on
the site by Norfolk
Wildlife Trust.

It is suggested that
only the areas
indicated are
cleared, so that the
ponds retain their
character, with
areas of shade and
vegetation cover, as
these are also
important pond
habitats, as much as
clearer, more open,
water.

Great crested newts
are protected under
the Wildlife and
Countryside Act.
Any pond work
carried out must be
undertaken outside
the breeding season
of the great crested
newt. Therefore, it is
best to do pond
maintenance during
the autumn and
winter months.
For guidance on
managing your pond
with great crested
newts in mind
please see Natural
England’s guidance
notes.
Norfolk Wildlife Trust
can be contacted for
a list of contractors
for pond work

Slubbed out material
could be left in piles
near to the ponds to
rot down. A better
alternative could be
to ask if a local
farmer would let the
majority of the
slubbings be spread
out thinly on nearby
fields.

Removing most of
the slubbings off site
will significantly
reduce enrichment
of the common.
As the slubbed-out
material will be
nutrient rich and a
good fertilizer, it may
be possible that a

local framer would
be happy to have it
spread on their land.
If a neighbouring
field could be used,
then if there are
frogs hibernating in
the sediment they
can easily find their
way back to the
pond.
The slubbings would
just need to be
spread out into a
long narrow pile for
about 2 days before
they were spread to
allow frogs to leave.
It is suggested that a
quarter of the
slubbings are left on
site, adjacent to the
ponds as this will
allow a portion of the
inverts such as
snails and water
beetles to migrate
back into the ponds.
The remaining 3
quarters could be
placed in a nearby
field, if a
neighbouring farmer
was amenable to the
idea.

Log piles: Creation
of log piles near the
ponds can act as
hibernation sites for
amphibians such as
great crested newts.

Log piles could be
created as and
when any tree work
is undertaken. The
piles could be
positioned in the
southern central
area, e.g. where the
large willow was
felled in summer
2021.

Grassland –
Enhance grassland
for botanical
richness, and
ensure good access
across the common

Longer length area:
Leave an area of the
marshy grassland to
grow longer in
spring and summer
(see map).

Cut between mid
Aug & mid Sept and
rake off cuttings.
Pile cut material on
edge of site under
trees or within scrub.
If wanted, mow
access paths along
the east and west
ends of longer
growth.

Medium area:
Allow a further area
(see map) to grow
for a longer time
between
summertime cuts, so
that it reaches a
medium height
before mowing. For
example, if the
grassland is usually
cut once a fortnight
in summer, then
reduce this to once
a month or even
less. Ideally collect
cuttings after each
mowing.
Keep short area of
grassland to north of
common, as at
present.
Keep a plant list of
what species grow
across the common,
as this will help
inform future
management.

If wanted, mow
paths through the
medium height
grassland, helping
villagers enjoy the
wildflowers.

As a relatively small
area, the grassland
would be suitable for
scything and raking,
which could be a
good community
activity in late
summer.
The size of the
longer area is
suggested on the
map, but should be
based on the
amount of help
available for the
annual cut and rake.

Winter wildlife
refuge strip

Leave an area of the
grassland tall over
winter as wildlife
habitat

Trees and Scrub general

Autumn-winter:
Leave a section of
longer grassy
growth along the
southern grassland
border with the wet,
scrubby area.

Leave a different
section of grassy
growth longer each
year, so that a
different area is left
long each winter.

Any tree or scrub
work should be
carried out in
autumn – winter to
avoid the bird
nesting season (the
nesting season is
from 1st March to
31st August).

General: Some of
the maintenance of
young / small trees
on site may be
suitable for
volunteers to carry
out.
Most community
groups have clearly
set guidelines for
what size of tree
/branch they can cut
with hand tools.
It is suggested that
any trees (such as
willow saplings) that
are growing in the
ponds are cleared
during the pond
work by contractor.

Willows – on pond
edges:
Some young willows
could be coppiced in
the south-east
corner, helping
increase light levels
in pond C.
Willow south of the
central grassland
could have their
canopy raised, to
allow more light into
the area.

A small copse of
young willow is just
east of pond C.
These could be
coppiced by
handsaw, if wanted.
This willow may be
raised by hand, if
practical in terms of
size. Otherwise, it
may need to be
done by a trained
chainsaw operator.

Young sycamore:
Any small
sycamores could be
removed, as
becomes necessary.

Young sycamores
may be suitable for
removal by hand
with saws or
loppers, depending
on their height/girth.
Some of the hazel
may be suitable for
coppicing by hand,
depending on their
size at the time of
the work. Care must
also be taken as
many of the hazels
border the lane to
the south.

Hazel coppice:
In time, it may be
that some of the
hazel on the
common will need
re-coppicing. It is
suggested that this
is undertaken in 510 years’ time.

Bramble border:
Bramble bordering
pond B to the east –
this stretch of
bramble scrub could
be encouraged to
spread eastwards
simply by a
reduction in grass
mowing here.

For further information:
Email: wild@norfolkwildlifetrust.org.uk
Phone: 01603 598333
Visit: www.norfolkwildlifetrust.org.uk

Reduce grass
mowing in this area,
allowing bramble to
naturally infill the
gap.
Once it has filled in
the gap here, keep
the bramble back
from the grassland.

